Name: ..........................................................

Answer all the questions on this paper itself.

**Test 01**
Underline the missing part of the word.

1. Sci ................. (entist, ents, tist)
2. Mer ................. (kery, cuery, cury)
3. Picture ........... (que, sque, que)
4. Impor ............... (tance, tence, tanse)
5. Heri ............... (tege, tage, taje)
6. Nat ................. (ural, urel, aral)
7. Wonder ............ (ful, full, fulle)
8. Endan ............. (ger, gar, jer)
9. Constru ........... (csion, cition, casion)
10. Aesthe ............ (tik, tc, tick)

(05 marks)

**Test 02**
Fill in the blanks using suitable preposition given in the brackets.

01. He jumped *over* the fence
02. They walked ................. the bridge
03. There is a boat ................. the main road
04. They ran ................. the lake
05. My friends went ................. the stairs
06. Swimmers swam ................. their farms everyday
07. They ran ................. the hill
08. Farmers walk ................. The temple and the post office
09. We climb ................. my son in London
10. The school is ................. (from, over, through)
11. I received a letter

(10 marks)
Test 3
Underline the correct form of the adjective in the blanks.

01. I have a (beautiful, more beautiful, most beautiful) doll.
02. My brother is (tall, taller, tallest) than my father.
03. Mahaweli is the (longer, long, longest) river in Sri Lanka.
04. My uncle’s car is (old, older, oldest) than my father’s car.
05. I am the (short, shorter, shortest) girl in my class.

(10 marks)

Test 4
Use the correct suffix to complete the words.

ful, ness, less, ly, y

01. Beauty - ..........................
02. Kind - ..........................
03. Care - ..........................
04. Mother - ..........................
05. Sun - ..........................

(05 marks)

Test 05
Turn the following sentences into passive voice.

01. My mother prepares our meals.
02. We wash our clothes.
03. I write an essay.
04. Students clean the garden.
05. She brings flowers to the class.

(10 marks)
Test 06

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:

Casuarina beach lies at the northern end of Karainagar causeway, a three kilometer stretch of paved road. The lagoon on the both sides of the causeway was fitted with fish traps. Fishermen can be seen around this area. Palmyrah trees are a common sight around this area. People in this area use palmyrah palms as fences. There are plenty of casuarina trees along the road that leads to Casuarina beach. The beach derived its name from these trees around the area. As there are no waves in the sea, it is a very good place for a sea bath. There are few shops along the beach sides. The shops have food, sweets and cool drinks. Tall Pinatru is the famous sweet in this part of the island. It is made using palmyrah fruit. This place is rich in greenery and from the far we can see a lighthouse.

01. What is the famous beach at the Karainagar?

02. Name the famous tree around this area?

03. How did Casuarina beach got its name?

04. What is the popular sweet in this place?

05. Is there a landmark building around this beach? If so what is it?

(10 marks)

Test 07

Write a note to your mother informing that you are staying after school today for band practices and coming back at 4.30 p.m with your best friend’s mother.

(05 marks)
Complete the following text using suitable words given in the box.

A computer is an

Use computer to do

A computer can do many things.

Select the correct answer:

- a machine for calculation
- a device for entertainment
- a tool for communication

Thirty years ago, there were no
computers. Today, computers are common in every household.

Decide whether the words are before or after.

before

1. to use
2. to do
3. to play
4. to drink
5. to take

Father / Mother / Sister / Brother

Father - No, there is not enough money for that.

Sister - Yes, of course.

Girl - We have to wait for money because it's a lot.

Father - Oh, how about a movie tonight?

Girl - A movie tonight? I don't know. I have to look at the books.

Father - Oh, that's a movie that you want to see.

Girl - Yes, of course.

Father - We have to wait for money because it's a lot.

Girl - Yes, that's a movie that you want to see.

Father - I see. I'm going to get a taxi.
Father: Alright, What should we do after
Girl: ..........................................................
Father: Well, where would you like to go? Would you like to go
or to the beach?
Girl: To the beach.
Father: Well that ........................................... And then maybe we can go out to eat to night.
Girl: Thanks a lot father.

(5 marks)

Test 11
Look at the picture and write five sentences.

01)
02)
03)
04)
05)